This paper tackles 2 major issues. The first is to develop a new means of including constraint handling for unstable processes into the industrial successful and computationally efficient algorithm, predictive functional control (PFC); the benefits are illustrated. The second. is to show how the technique to be proposed has recursive feasibility in the nominal case, that is feasibility now implies feasibility at the next sampling instant. This is known to be essential for robust stabilisation of unstable processes.
Introduction
Unstable processes provide a particularly hard challenge to the control engineer. Although for many processes, designing a control law to give nominal closed-loop stability is by now fairly straightforward, there are significant exceptions to this. For instance take the popular Model predictive control (MPC) strategy of GPC (Generalised predictive control, [2] ). This has strong links to optimal control and hence for choices of input and control horizon that approach infinity, nominal closedloop stability can be assured for any controllable and observable process. However, in practice [5] high values of control horizon are not used, partly because they imply significant online computation but also they can result in an overtuned control law which is less robust. If the horizons are restricted to be small, (say to reduce computational load) then closed-loop stability is not so straightforward, and indeed for many popular default selections of tuning GPC will fail to stabilise a plant with factors of the form (s -a ) / ( . -ra), T > 1. It is known that there are solutions to this problem (e.g. [8, 11, 16 , 231) however these algorithms involve endpoint constraints of some form which can imply the need for many degrees of freedom. Also, the online compu- This paper gives some background on PFC, independent models and prestabilisation, develops two constraint handling algorithms, shows how recursive feasibility can be established and illustrates with examples.
Background

The PFC algorithm
In this paper we will adopt the notation of y , U , r for process outputs, inputs and setpoint respectively. 2 -l is the unit delay operator such that Z -l Y k = Y k -1 , yk is the value of y at the kth sample and Yk+ilk is the predicted value of Y k + i computed at sample k. PFC makes use of a system model to generate predictions of the process behaviour in terms of the current state and future inputs. The current input is selected by substitution of the predictions into a performance specification. The performance specification is defined by a desired closedloop response in terms of a target first order lag.
Although more involved variants exist', here we concentrate on a PFC variant with just one degree of freedom. Hence in PFC one chooses: (i) the lag (that is the desired closed-loop time constant, say T~F C and (ii) a single prediction horizon say Th (denoted the coincidence horizon). The control move is then selected as the control which will cause the predicted plant output to coincide with the response of a target 1st order lag Th seconds ahead. Let Th seconds correspond to n y samples (i.e n,T = Th, T the sample period), then the online computation reduces to solving:
The implied computational burden is clearly trivial. In the unconstrained case this reduces to a fixed linear controller.
Independent models
In PFC it is usual to use an IM (independent model) [4] for prediction. This can give significant improvements in sensitivity to measurement noise over the alternative of state realignment [18] . Also it is equivalent to a FIR model which is favoured in industry and hence this article will adopt an IM structure. An independent model is intended to represent the process as closely as possible so that it has matching inputs and outputs. Let ym be the output of the independent models (IM). Simulate the IM in parallel with the process, using the same inputs U. In general, due to uncertainty, y # ym. where for a process modelled by G:
where both M I and M2 are stable. Figure 1 is used for prediction and figure 2 for online parallel simulation. A convenient decomposition in the SISO case is as follows:
.
(3)
where n+, d+ are the factors containing unstable roots.
Prestabilisation and prediction
and instability is almost inevitable due to constraints. There is a need to parameterise the degrees of freedom such that the predictions are stable. Here (see [19] ) we use the basic philosophy of [ll, 161, but without endpoint constraints. That is place structure into the predicted future control trajectory to bring the unstable dynamics under control. 
Prestabilised predictions:
It is straightforward to form an FIR2 parameterisation of future inputs that stabilises the predictions of (5). Substituting (10) into (7) gives the control increment. 
Clearly stability implies the following constraint on
A novel constraint handling algorithm for PFC
The approach proposed developed next has more in common with the one degree of freedom algorithms (e.g.
[lo, 211) as it allows a smoother movement between alternatives control laws rather than a simple switching [24] . Also it has analogies with reference governor approaches (e.g. [7, 151) in that it has an implicit capacity to ignorelmodify set point changes where this is judicious. This capacity will bc seen to be essential and comes at no extra complication.
Consider prediction eqn. (8). This comprises of 2 parts:
(i) the part depending on the current state and (ii) the totally free part. If one uses a minimal order solution to (6) , then the part A u = Klu has the minimum number of control moves wi&in which the process can be stabilised, regardless of the setpoint. One should also note that A u = Klv + rd+c+ is the whole class of solutions, hence a 1 possible solutions can take Klv as a base. The degrees of freedom in the solution are contained in r d + c .
for PFC c + is taken to have just one element althoud this is not a restriction to the prediction class.
Lemma 3.1 Using the minimal order solution, that is selecting c + = 0 will cause the predictions to behave identically to those given at the previous sampling instant (in the nominal case).
Proof: If there are n unstable poles, then the minimal order solution Klv must have n terms whereas A 2 has n + 1 terms because r d + has n + 1 rows. At sampling instant k + l , the part of A 2 k yet to be implemented (the n terms remaining not including Auk, e.g. Az,+,,~), has n terms and hence due to uniqueness must match the current minimal order solution Klv. Note, as a corollary recursive feasibility implies no instability though a more formal proof of this is required and consitutes future work.
be feasible and allow faster convergence.
Examples
The following unstable process was used which has an unstable pole at 2 and an unstable.zero at 1.2. The constraints are as follows:
The target discrete poles for PFC design are given.% 0.6 for well tuned control and 0.8 for the detuned control. The coincidence horizon is 10.
For comparison (to demonstrate that constraints, denoted by dotted lines, are exceeded by a large amount), the unconstrained simulation is given in figure 3. The plots appear in figure 4 where the set point and the constraints are denoted by dotted lines and y is denoted as Gamma. Also displayed on the same plot as y is the control choice for simulation 2, '0' means the tuned (SI)
was selected and and '1' for the detuned (Sz to 0.95 a detuned law gave large violations. Moreover if saturation is enforced both simulations 1,2 gave unstable closed-loop responses. Therefore the approach of algorithm 3.1 is not straightforward in this case (although often successful in practice with stable plant).
Allowing to be free (simulation 3) has given excellent responses and with no constraint violations. Also the values of scaling y deployed are seen to be reasonable.
One obvious conclusion is that for constraint handling to be effective for PFC, then some form of reference governing action must be allowed; this is implicit in algorithm (3.2) hence its success and moroever it comes at not extra computation. Putting reference governing into algorithm 3.1 would imply more computation and therefore is not as attractive.
Conclusion
This paper has shown how one means of extending the computationally efficient PFC algorithm proposed in [20] to take account of constraints. Moreover it has been shown that the algorithm has the important property of recursive feasibility so that stability now assures stability thereafter. Also it implicitly allows some reference governor action where this is beneficial. The efficacy of the algorithm is demonstrated by examples. Future work will look at extensions to cater for model uncertainty, disturbances and measurement noise and also alternative classes of stabilising predictions.
